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THE AOG OPERATIONS PLAN 

 2015-2018 

Fiscal Years 16-18 

 

The following Goals and Strategies are designed to plot our direction, guide and build our 

programs and provide the metrics for evaluating our success over the next 3 years. While it is 

meant to be a roadmap, it is also a “living” document and may be adjusted as conditions or 

circumstances dictate. 

FOCUS AREA I 

Constituent Engagement 

 

Creating a strong connection between alumni, parents and friends of the Academy with the 

Academy, cadets and the AOG, will establish the foundation from which future loyalty, support, 

and giving can be derived. This is critical to the success of any graduate association program. It 

is a primary goal of the Association to create these high quality connections with our 

constituents. 

 

 

FOCUS AREA II 

Membership Services and Acquisition 

 

Create stronger, more relevant member services for our constituents.  We will actively create a 

more robust set of membership services that address the needs of our constituents across all of 

our age groups.  We will use our focus on enhanced member services as an impetus to acquire 

new members.  

 

 

FOCUS AREA III 

History and Heritage 

 

Working with the Board’s Heritage and Traditions Committee, we will establish a 

comprehensive program governing the promotion and preservation of heritage at the Academy.   

 

FOCUS AREA IV 

Financial Improvements 

 

We will continue to improve our financial accounting processes as well as improve the overall 

financial health of the Association. 
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FOCUS AREA I 

Constituent Engagement 

 

Creating a strong connection between alumni, parents and friends of the Academy with the 

Academy, cadets and the AOG, will establish the foundation from which future loyalty, support, 

and giving can be derived. This is critical to the success of any graduate association program. It 

is a primary goal of the Association to create these high quality connections with our 

constituents.   Our “three legs of the stool” approach, where we actively harness and bring 

together the cooperative synergy that can be had among Chapters, Parents Clubs, and Admission 

Liaison Officers  (ALOs), is essential to developing the greatest  enthusiasm and cooperation for 

the Academy that a city or region can offer. 

 

I. Chapters and Ambassadors 

Chapters and Ambassadors will be the primary points of contact for graduates and alumni to 

interact in their regions of the country and around the world.  Chapters and Ambassadors will be 

a primary conduit for the AOG to stay abreast of graduate and alumni interests, supplementing 

our direct information channels. The Operations Department will: 

 

1. Develop a group engagement plan which implements the “three legs of the stool” strategy for 

geographic constituent groups to connect and cooperate (O) 

 

2. Grow the worldwide Chapter Network to at least 90 (O) (FY17) 

 

3. Provide Chapters more relevant resources (O) 

a. Provide enhanced tools for chapters and ambassadors to further work together and 

better integrate their efforts into our communication apparatuses. (C) (FY16-18) 

b. Continue to host the AOG’s Annual Chapter Presidents’ conference that encourages 

chapters to interact and learn from both the AOG and each other(O) 

c. Update and make available a revised Chapter Handbook every two years (O) 

 

4. Expand the Ambassador Network (O) 

a. Recruit Ambassadors to serve near Air Force bases where no Ambassadors or 

Chapters currently exist 

b. Establish a system to better communicate with and push useful information to the 

Ambassadors. (O)  

c. Work with Academy Admissions to encourage Liaison Officer Directors (LODs) and 

ALOs to become Ambassadors (O) 

 

II. Parents Clubs 

Parents Clubs will become the primary points of parent contact for the AOG to both transform 

the “parent culture” and influence the “cadet culture.” In exchange for our support, parents will 

help shape the AOG message regarding cadet membership and connection.  

 

1. Establish recurring contact with all Parents Club Presidents at least 4 times a year (O) 
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2. Allocate more resources to Parents Clubs communication so that the AOG can: (O) 

a. Offer best practices/success stories shared from other Parent Club Presidents (O) 

b. Implement our strategy for cooperation among geographic constituent groups (O) 

 

3. Create a dedicated Parent Club website tool for Parents Clubs communication. (C) 

 

III. Affinity Groups 

Interest-based Affinity Groups are a powerful connection tool since they build upon the common 

interests and experiences of our graduates.  The Operations Department will expand our outreach 

efforts to inform graduates of our current affinity groups and encourage the creation of new 

groups.     

 

1. Increase graduate awareness about existing affinity groups (O) (FY16) 

a. Use current e-newsletters to spread awareness 

b. Create special news items on current active affinity groups  

 

2. Increase graduate awareness about process to create an affinity group (O) (FY16) 

 

3. Encourage existing USAFA-centric groups to become AOG Affinity Groups (O) (FY16) 

a. Contact current groups and encourage them to start an official AOG affinity group 

4. Update and make available a revised AOG Affinity Groups Handbook every two years (O) 

 

 

IV. Liaison Officer Directors (LODs) and Admission Liaison Officers (ALOs)  

Admissions personnel across the country can become a powerfully leveraged force to assist 

graduates in locations where there is not a sufficient critical mass to sustain a chapter.  

Additionally, the LOs can be encouraged to cooperate with other existing Academy entities in 

their area (chapters, parents clubs, etc.) to help advance the Academy and AOG’s interests and 

messaging. The Operations Department will: 

 

1. Expand our relationship with the Admissions Office to better connect LODs and ALOs with 

AOG contacts in the field (Chapters and Ambassadors) (O) 

 

2. Encourage and incentivize, as appropriate, LODs and ALOs to become Ambassadors in their 

regions (O) 

 

V. Graduates  

The graduates are our core constituents. We will connect with them and identify the touch points 

that serve to keep them engaged with the AOG and the Academy.  The Operations Department 

will: 

 

1. Host or encourage others to host events around the country that inspire graduates to connect 

with the Academy and each other (O) 

 

2. Encourage online mentorship opportunities by operating a national mentorship platform (O) 
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VI. Graduates (segmented) 

Young Alumni often feel disconnected from the AOG and the Academy due to their recent cadet 

experiences and the low amount of cadet engagement with the AOG during their 4 years.  

Expanding our cadet engagement (see Cadets (Future members)), and proactively bridging the 

transition to the officer corps will allow us to better engage these members.  The Operations 

Department will: 

 

1. Young Alumni 

a. Implement a social media program to aggressively engage new graduates on a 

recurring basis. (O) 

b. Encourage chapters through the point system for Distinguished Chapter to develop 

programs and events to engage young alumni. (O) 

c.  Implement the Young Alumni Excellence Award which recognizes the 

accomplishments of our younger graduates (O)(FY16) 

 

VII. Alumni (non-graduate) 

Non-Graduate Alumni may be a small but beneficial constituency which have not been 

previously engaged.  Assuming a 25% attrition rate, there could be as many as 11,000 former 

cadets who are not engaged either by the AOG or the Endowment.  We will devote resources to 

reconnect them with the Academy.  

 

1. Develop a process to place USAFA attendees in our constituent database (O) 

 

2. Place ascertainable alumni information in the Graduate Register (C) 

 

3. Encourage alumni to reengage with the AOG on Academy-related topics of interest, and 

work to convert them to affiliate members (O) 

 

VIII. Parents and Families 

Family members are some of the more positive and excited supporters of the Academy and 

AOG.  The AOG has had great success incorporating this passionate group into the fold, but 

there is still much more we can do.  We will work to fan their passion and engagement 

throughout the four years of their cadet’s attendance at the Academy and after they graduate. The 

Operations Department will:  

 

1. Develop and market improved family benefits to maintain high family engagement (O) 

 

2. Create programs to keep parents engaged after their cadet graduates from the Academy (O) 

 

3. Work with the Endowment to move the families into the donor pipeline, even after the cadet 

has graduated and moved on to active duty (O) 

 

IX. Cadets (Future members) 

The Operations Department will: 
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1. Systematically and repetitively educate cadets on the benefits of life membership 

a. Increase communications with cadets as permitted by Academy policies (O) 

b. Conduct meetings with the Cadet Wing Leadership to educate them on what we do 

and encourage  them to spread the message to the Cadet Wing (O) 

c. Work with the Academy to create an AOG Satellite Office in the Cadet Area as an 

Information Center (O) 

d. Conduct cadet-centric activities to enhance the AOG brand (O) 

i. Reestablish firstie reception (O) 

e. Create a bridge from the first-classmen to the graduate community by connecting 

them with Chapters and Ambassadors in the locations they are moving to for their 

first assignments (O) 
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FOCUS AREA II 

Membership Services and Acquisition 

 

Create stronger, more relevant member services for our constituents.  We will actively create a 

more robust set of membership services that address the needs of our constituents across all age 

groups.   We will concentrate on acquiring new members to continue the march towards a 70% 

membership rate over the long term.  

 

I. Membership Services Awareness 

 

1. Publish a comprehensive AOG guide annually for our membership (C) 

a. Include a listing of products, services and events the AOG provides to the 

membership (C) (FY16) 

 

2. Conduct a membership survey for the entire organization to ensure we’re listening to our 

members and providing them with relevant and desired services (C) (FY17) 

 

II. Graduate Career Services  

Develop a career services program through which the AOG can actively assist graduates in their 

military and civilian careers. 

 

1. Transition Services  

a. Develop a comprehensive, career platform that encompasses the entire spectrum of 

“career services” (O) (FY17) 

b. Actively use social media and traditional communications vehicles to drive graduates 

to the platform (O) 

c. Cooperate with the chapter community to integrate their career leads into a national 

platform (O) 

d. Enhance our online mentorship opportunities  (O) (FY17) 

 

III. Reunion Services 

Develop ever improving reunion services to ensure that classes continue to choose our reunion 

planning as the superior option.  

 

1. Develop customizable templates to increase the appeal to classes from different generations 

(O) 

2. Purchase new event management software to reduce errors and workload and make the 

member experience much better (C) (FY16) 

3. Plan and execute an “affinity group” reunion to determine if it is a valuable added service the 

AOG can provide year round (O) 

 

IV. Gift Shop 

Continue to offer quality products at a reasonable price for the benefit of all of our constituents. 

Maintain a reasonable profit margin while keeping costs within the range of similar products 
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1. Upgrade existing, non-integrated gift shop software to a platform which allows automated 

inventory tracking and an easy to use point of sales system at locations where the AOG sells 

merchandise or conducts events. (O) (FY16) 

 

V. Checkpoints Magazine  

 

1. Redesign our signature communication venue, Checkpoints magazine, to enhance the 

magazine’s presence and maintain its fresh appeal. (C) (FY16) 

 

VI. Web Site 

 

1. Redesign our web site and online services offerings to optimize the experience for our 

primary interest groups: graduates, cadets, parents, and supporters of the Academy. (C) 

a. Ensure that our online communications are continually keeping pace with technology 

on commonly used modern/mobile devices for optimal presentation (C) 

 

VII. Social Media 

 

1. Continue to expand our reach into social media communities where our target audience is 

already actively participating. (C) (FY16-18) 

a. Utilize that raised awareness  and our expanded reach to drive website clicks, event 

registrations, sales, memberships, and media shares (C) 

 

VIII. Events 

AOG hosted events, locally and nationally, are critical to maintaining graduate awareness and 

connection to the Academy, each other and the Association. 

 

1. Doolittle Hall Rental 

a. Continue to host weddings, meetings, retirements, conferences, etc. (O) 

i. Due to tighter base access restrictions, decrease the focus on revenue events in 

Doolittle Hall (O) 

ii. Increase focus on revenue events outside of Doolittle Hall in the local 

community such as the success with the Annual Scotch Tasting event (O) 

b. Vendors 

i. Develop a required vendor list (O) 

ii. Negotiate fees for vendors providing services to Doolittle Hall (O) 

1. Establish a 10% fee to the AOG from all vendors providing service to 

Doolittle clients  

 

2. AOG Events (Local) 

a. Improve AOG flagship events (O) 

i. Founders Day, Jabara, Inprocessing, Next of Kin, etc. (O) 

b. Improve class reunion experience for classes (O) 

c. Improve other events for the local community (O) 

i. Educational and Social Events (O) 
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3. AOG Events (National) 

a. Improve AOG National Events (O) 

i. Tailgates; Golf Classics; Watch Parties; etc. (O) 

b. Develop new national events to better engage constituents around the country (O) 

i. Networking events; Special Graduate and Cadet events (O) 
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FOCUS AREA III 

History and Heritage 

 

To establish a comprehensive program governing the promotion and preservation of 

heritage at the Academy. 

 

Eisenhower is not significant because he attended West Point. West Point is significant 

because of what he accomplished after he attended West Point. 

 

I. Develop and present to the Heritage and Traditions Committee a Development Plan for 

the Heritage Trail. 

 

1. Review with History Department what significant conflicts have occurred since SE Asia 

that warrant a monument (H) (FY16) 

2. Visit 3-4 air museums to see what post-SEA displays they have while keeping in mind 

that we produce people and not aircraft (H) (FY16)  

3. Visit several Distinguished Graduates to get their views on what “heritage” should be 

honored (H) (FY16) 

4. Write AOG Board policies concerning the Heritage Trail and other heritage programs. 

Get Heritage Committee and Board approval. (H) (FY16) 

5. Improve the AOG’s Collection and Presentation of Heritage Information Program (H) 

(FY 16) 

a. Develop gift acceptance policy and procedures (H) (FY 16) 

b. Find proper storage space for papers as well as tangible gifts which cannot be 

displayed (H) (FY 16) 

c. Digitize all classes’ yearbooks (C) (FY 17) 

d. Digitize class records in basement (H) (FY 16) 

6. Develop a notional master plan for the Heritage Trail with 4-5 possible nodes such as a 

Distinguished Graduate Wall, a Southwest Asia node and an Air Warrior node (H) (FY 

17) 

7. Employ a planning firm to make drawings and visual displays of the concept (H) (FY 17) 

8. Use these notional concepts to educate classes on possibilities (H) (FY 17) 

9. Begin studying the feasibility of a small museum (H) (FY 17) 

a. Visit West Point and USNA (H) (FY 17) 

b. Visit the Citadel and VMI and possibly Norwich University (H) (FY 17) 

10. Develop and implement a marketing plan for classes and others (H) (FY 18) 

11. Find Corporate entities to fund nodes (H) (FY 18) 

 

 

 

. 
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FOCUS AREA IV 

Finance/HR/Infrastructure Improvements 

 
We will continue to improve our financial accounting processes as well as improve the overall 

financial health of the Association. 

 

I. Finance 

Increase revenue to improve the AOG’s financial position to allow it to continue and expand its 

graduate and cadet programs. Improve stewardship of processes for past and future donors.    

 

1. Improve the long-term financial stability of the AOG by June 30, 2018: (F) 

a. Increase AOG Reserve up to $2 million, or one-half year of operating expenses (F) 

b. Increase the Long Blue Line Endowment to a minimum of $3 million from the 

allocation of trust assets and net asset reallocations (F) 

c. Increase the Heritage Preservation Quasi-endowment fund to a minimum of 

$500,000, in order to sustain needed/expected maintenance of current or future 

Heritage projects. (F) 

 

2. Consolidate or eliminate excess or unused restricted funds, through donor approval or 

authorized UPMIFA processes, into the Long Blue Line Endowment or Long Blue Line 

Fund. (F)  

 

3. Transition all gift data entry functions to the USAFA Endowment. (F) (FY17) 

 

4. Work closely with Endowment to create sellable “projects” to offer to donors. (O)  

a. Work with Endowment to create effective marketing materials to present to donors 

for the Long Blue Line Endowment and AOG projects. (C) (FY16-18) 

b. Develop a robust stewardship program to ensure all past and future funds are properly 

stewarded to ensure donors are kept aware of the effective use of their donations. (O)  

 

I. HR (Human Relations) 

 

1. Ensure that our benefits package stays competitive and affordable in order to enhance 

employee retention. (F) 

 

II. Infrastructure 

 

1. Facility 

a. Repair/maintain infrastructure and grounds around Doolittle Hall, including (F) 

i. Resurface of the entryway to the Pegasus circle (F) 

ii. Replace sidewalk sections that are cracked or unleveled (F) 

iii. Resurface the west parking lot after all major Heritage Trail construction has 

been completed. (F) 

 

2. Systems 
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a. Expand Technical Support for the organization to keep pace with the changes in 

available technology devices. (PC’s, MAC’s, Mobile, etc.) (C) (FY16-18) 

 

b. Migrate Raiser’s Edge to the new and upgraded version NXT. (C) (FY17) 

 

c. Updated Exchange server (email) systems for enhanced email performance. (C) 

(FY16) 

 

 


